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ABSTRACT

Up to 20% of residential votes and up to 70% of absentee votes
in Switzerland are cast online. The Swiss scheme aims to provide individual verifiability by different verification codes.
The voters have to carry out verification on their own, making
the usability and UX of the interface of great importance. To
improve the usability, we first performed an evaluation with
12 human-computer interaction experts to uncover usability
weaknesses of the Swiss Internet voting interface. Based on
the experts’ findings, related work, and an exploratory user
study with 36 participants, we propose a redesign that we evaluated in a user study with 49 participants. Our study confirmed
that the redesign indeed improves the detection of incorrect
votes by 33% and increases the trust and understanding of
the voters. Our studies furthermore contribute important recommendations for designing verifiable e-voting systems in
general.
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•Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy;
INTRODUCTION

Switzerland introduced e-voting via the Internet as a possible
vote-casting channel in the early 2000s for citizen-driven referenda and has gradually expanded its usage since then [47].
In 2008, the canton of Neuchâtel introduced Internet voting
for expats as the first canton [21]. Over a decade later in 2019,
12 of the 29 cantons permitted e-voting for up to 50% of the
electorate in the respective canton [16]. Up to 20% of residential votes and up to 70% of expat votes were cast online in
past elections and referenda in the cantons that allow Internet
voting [47].
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Designing and implementing secure e-voting systems is challenging and many weaknesses and vulnerabilities of e-voting
systems that are used in practice have been uncovered [27, 48,
53, 12, 54]. Due to the secure platform problem, malware on
the voters’ computers that manipulates or deletes votes, can
also compromise the integrity of these systems [20].
Switzerland follows the principle “security before speed” and
the deployed systems have to comply with security requirements mandated by the Swiss jurisdiction [42, 26]. The security requirements include individual verifiability for voters:
1) voters must receive proof that the electronic ballot box has
registered the vote as it was entered by the voter into the voting
software — so-called cast-as-intended verifiability; and 2) a
proof of correct vote registration must be provided for each
vote — the recorded-as-cast verifiability.
In traditional paper-based voting schemes, voters can easily
verify these properties: they visually inspect that their paper
ballot represents their intention, and then insert it into the
ballot box. Achieving such verifiability in e-voting is not
trivial, and e-voting schemes have to be designed specifically
to support individual verifiability.
The Neuchâtel Internet voting scheme [19] is used in several
Swiss cantons [15]. The scheme aims to provide individual
verifiability by return codes. Before the election or referendum,
the voters receive individualized paper code sheets. After they
cast their votes, the voting software displays a return code that
corresponds to the cast vote. The voter then compares this
displayed code to the code that appears next to their intended
voting option on their paper code sheet. While the individual
verifiability of the Neuchâtel scheme has been formally proven
[11], there is another potential security threat: usability issues.
Maximizing the usability of e-voting schemes constitutes a
particular challenge. Vote secrecy is one of the cornerstones of
democratic elections and this requires voters’ intentions to be
kept secret. This makes it difficult to automate or delegate individual verifiability. The voters have to validate the outcome
of the verification i.e., checking the correctness of the cast
vote. If voters are unable to verify successfully, incorrect votes
cannot be detected. Verification is an unfamiliar action that
is not required by traditional paper-based schemes. Because
voting is typically not an everyday activity, and any election

includes new voters, we cannot expect training and learning
to mitigate any usability issues. Investigations of Internet voting schemes show that usability issues prevent voters from
determining whether their votes have been cast correctly [18]
and only a small percentage of voters (between 10% and 43%)
were able to verify successfully [52, 1, 37]. Existing evaluations of the Neuchâtel scheme focus on formal proofs [11] or
on the usability at the protocol level [38]. The user interface
greatly impacts the usability of Internet voting systems [37,
32]. Hence, the usability has to be evaluated with end-users.
Research Contributions
• We conducted an expert evaluation of the Swiss interface of
the Neuchâtel scheme revealing six weaknesses that impact
the usability of vote casting and individual verification.
• Based on the expert study and an exploratory user study, we
propose a redesign of the voting software and supportive
materials that we evaluated with 49 participants. It assists
the voters significantly better in detecting incorrect votes,
provides a better understanding of verification and significantly enhances voter trust.
• Our results do not only impact the tested Neuchâtel scheme.
Based on the results of our studies, we conclude with five
recommendations to inform the design of individual verifiable Internet voting schemes in general.
VERIFICATION IN INTERNET VOTING

In this section, we give an overview of verification in Internet
voting schemes. We commence with the general properties
of verification followed by a description of five classes of
verification schemes in the literature.
Verifiability can be divided into the subroutines of 1) cast-asintended – the cast vote corresponds to the voter’s intention,
2) recorded-as-cast – the registered vote corresponds to the
cast vote, and 3) counted-as-recorded – the registered vote
was included in the tally [2]. Vote casting refers to the act of
submitting a ballot while registering means that it is stored
in the electronic ballot box. While counted-as-recorded can
be verified by anyone, the voters have to carry out the other
subroutines by themselves. The general-purpose to let the
voters perform such checks is ensuring the integrity of the
election result. Since an electronic system and infrastructure
are used, cast votes might be incorrect due to a malfunctioning voting software or Internet connection, furthermore, third
parties might maliciously influence the election.
Verification Schemes

There are five classes of verification schemes that are available
in the literature. In all classes of verification schemes, the
voters have to carry out verification by themselves. They have
to compare data and have to make sure that they fulfilled all
steps correctly. The recommendations we provide based on
our user studies impact all of these classes by showing how
voters can be effectively supported during verification.
The first class is decryption-based verification in which the
ciphertext of the registered vote is inspected. Alice receives a
vote identifier that she uses in combination with a verification

software to verify that her ballot in the electronic ballot box
matches her intention. Decryption-based verification is, for
instance, used in the Estonian voting scheme [28].
The second class is a set of probabilistic schemes which are
called challenge or cast. The voting software prepares an
encrypted vote and issues a verification code that Alice has
to store. Then, she can either cast the encrypted vote or she
verifies it. Due to the fact that an adversary does not know
whether Alice will verify or cast, the adversary cannot be
certain whether a manipulation will be undetected. If Alice
verifies, the randomness value used during encryption and her
choice are transmitted to a verification software. The software
calculates an encrypted vote and Alice compares both her
verification code and the choice displayed by the verification
software. Challenge or cast is used in the Helios scheme [3].
The third class is hardware-based verification in which a
trusted device is used during the generation of the encrypted
vote. Alice uses previously received voting codes and a trusted
device to generate a vote code. To cast her vote Alice enters
the vote code into the voting software. The electronic ballot
box publishes a list of all received vote codes. Alice accesses
a bulletin board to verify that her vote code is on the list. The
scheme Du-Vote is based on a trusted device [23].
The fourth class of schemes is based on tracking codes. After
casting a vote, Alice is notified with a tracking code. After the
election, all votes are published in plain text together with the
tracking code. To verify Alice accesses a bulletin board and
looks for her tracking code. The commercial voting system
Polyas is such a tracking code scheme [43].
In the class of return code schemes each voting option has
a return code which is listed on a code sheet. Code sheets
are distributed before the election over a trusted channel (e.g.,
postal mail). Voters are advised to verify if the codes returned
by the voting software match the ones from their personalized
code sheet. In the next section, we detail the return code
scheme Neuchâtel which is used in Switzerland [19].

Neuchâtel Scheme

The Neuchâtel Scheme is a return code scheme as described
above. Switzerland uses the postal office to distribute paperbased code sheets, to avoid the voting software gaining knowledge of voters’ codes. If a compromised voting software
gained this knowledge, it could successfully manipulate votes
without fearing detection. To verify and cast a vote, a voter
Alice has to carry out the following five steps (see also Fig. 1):
Step 1 – Authentication. Alice opens the voting software and
authenticates. In the Swiss case, she does this by entering an
individual unique initialization code, that she obtains from her
code sheet and her year of birth. This initialization code has
25 digits and consists of numbers and lower case letters.
Step 2 – Voting. Alice makes her selections and confirms
them on a review-screen. The voting software encrypts the
selections and transmits the encrypted vote to the ballot box
server. The vote is not stored in the electronic ballot box yet.

Figure 1. To cast and verify a vote, these five steps have to be completed in return code schemes.

Step 3 – Return Codes. After receiving the encrypted vote,
the ballot box server requests the return codes that belong to
Alice’s selections from a code generator and sends them to
the voting software. The software displays the return codes
and Alice compares them to the ones on her code sheet next to
her selections. If any return code does not correspond to her
selections, Alice has to cancel the voting process and to use
another computer or voting channel (e.g., postal or in-person
polling station). Swiss return codes consist of four digits.
Step 4 – Confirmation Code. Alice confirms the correctness of
the return codes by entering her confirmation code which is
also listed on her code sheet but protected by a scratch field.
The voting server checks Alice’s confirmation code and, if it is
correct, Alice’s encrypted vote is now stored in the electronic
ballot box and will be included in the tally. Swiss confirmation
codes have nine digits.
Step 5 – Finalization Code. To confirm the storage in the
electronic ballot box, the voting client displays a finalization
code that it received. Alice compares the displayed finalization
code to the one on her code sheet to confirm that the vote has
been recorded-as-cast. If they do not match, Alice can trigger
an alarm by calling a support hotline. The Swiss finalization
code has eight digits and consists of numbers.
Further return code schemes are the Norwegian scheme [4,
22], code sheet-based schemes [29], DEMOS [35], D-DEMOS
[10], verification for mixed-array ballots [40], oblivious transfer [25], and the schemes by Khazaei and Wikström [34].
While the computational generation of return codes differs
in the schemes the interaction from the voter’s perspective is
either very similar or even identical to Neuchâtel.
USABILITY IN INTERNET VOTING

The usability of e-voting schemes is important because errors
triggered by usability issues might lead to an incorrect election
result. The usability of several schemes that offer some degree
of individual verifiability has been investigated.
The protocol Benaloh Challenge [7, 6] in the Helios voting
scheme [3] is a challenge or cast scheme. A user study of Helios and the University of Lleida scheme revealed that participants did not realize that they needed to challenge the system
by verifying their vote [44]. Further usability studies of Helios
show that between 57% and 90% of participants attempted
verification but were unable to complete it [1, 52]. Karayumak
et al. did a cognitive walkthrough of Helios and proposed
refinements for verification [33], which they evaluated in a
user study [32]. Neumann et al. also investigated Helios and

proposed the usage of an independent mobile device to carry
out verification [41]. A comparative usability study of Helios,
the refinement by Karayumak et al. [33, 32] and the refinement by Neumann et al. [41] reveals that verification with
a mobile device offers the best usability [37]. Although the
majority of participants were able to verify successfully, they
struggled with the Benaloh Challenge, expressed confusion
because their verified votes could not subsequently be cast,
and even considered verification to be redundant [37]. The
studies of the Benaloh Challenge show that the usability of
vote verification can impact the scheme’s effectiveness and
security. Usability also depends on the interface design which
can be adjusted to provide better support.
The Selene scheme is based on tracking codes to enable individual verifiability [45]. After the tally, the voting option
is listed next to the voter’s individual tracking code. Displaying security-related information during voting and verification
results in a higher security perception but hampers understandability [14]. The Neuchâtel scheme aims to provide individual
verifiability based on return codes. The mCESG return code
scheme for mobile devices issues return codes via SMS [49]. A
user study revealed that participants tended to appreciate being
able to verify, but struggled to trust the implemented scheme
[50]. The Norwegian scheme is a predecessor of Neuchâtel
that also uses return codes [4]. Participants in a user study of
its prototype could not determine whether their votes had been
submitted to the electronic ballot box [18].
The usability of four protocols aiming to provide cast-asintended verifiability have been investigated in an expert study
[38]. The authors analyzed the usability of Neumann et al.’s
approach of the Benaloh Challenge [41], the Estonian cast-asintended mechanism [28], Du-Vote [23] and Neuchâtel 2015
[19] on a protocol level by identifying tasks that the voters
have to carry out by themselves. The authors conclude that the
Neuchâtel protocol places the lowest burden on the voters. On
the protocol level, the voters have to compare the return and
finalization codes and enter their confirmation codes. The DuVote scheme, by comparison, places the highest burden on the
voter. Voters have to choose specific codes based on a coin flip,
enter them into a trusted device and record verification-related
data and subsequently search for these data on a bulletin board.
The expert study described above revealed that the Neuchâtel protocol is promising in terms of usability and individual
verifiability has already been proven formally [11]. The specific interface of Switzerland, to our knowledge, has not been
investigated with voters, yet.

EXPERT EVALUATION

In this section, we report the expert evaluation of the Swiss
Post interface, which aims to answer the following two research questions: 1) What are the usability weaknesses of the
interface that impact vote casting and verification, and 2) how
can the identified weaknesses be mitigated and/or addressed?
Study Procedure, Analysis, and Participants

Our expert evaluation was split into the interaction with the
interface and a semi-structured interview. After completing a
consent form and providing demographics, each expert cast
a vote with the Swiss Post interface. Swiss Post provides a
demo1 , we used a copy of its interface and code sheet. The
voting and verification procedure corresponds to the five steps
in the Neuchâtel scheme detailed above. All interaction on the
screen was recorded and we asked the experts to think aloud
[8] and to comment on potential usability issues with a focus
on vote casting and vote verification. All comments were
recorded. We explained the voting protocol to them before
the interaction commenced and instructed them to consider
all tasks that are necessary to cast and verify a vote. After the
interaction, we conducted semi-structured interviews to gain a
deeper understanding of the identified weaknesses. We opted
for semi-structured interviews because they offer a degree of
standardization while allowing flexibility to gain a deeper understanding. We asked the experts to detail the weaknesses
mentioned earlier on, their impact, and to make suggestions
for mitigating or addressing them without changing the voting
protocol. For the full interview guide, the reader is referred to
the paper’s supplementary material. On average, an interview
took 18 minutes (Min = 8, Max = 35). All recordings were
transcribed and analyzed with an open-coding approach [17].
One coder developed an initial codebook by reviewing the
transcripts. Two researchers then coded all transcripts independently with an 85.7% agreement. In a follow-up discussion,
new categories for inconclusive codings were developed. The
researchers then applied the final codebook and remaining
ambiguities were solved by discussion.
We recruited twelve experts in human-computer interaction
and (usable) security using mailing-lists and poster advertisements. We kept recruiting until the answers of the experts
showed repetitions and saturation was reached. On average, the experts were 31.2 years (SD = 5.5, Median = 30,
Min = 26, Max = 45) old and had an average of 4.8 (Min = 1,
Max = 10) years experience in the field. Nine came from an
academic context and three were industry experts. Eight were
computer scientists, two psychologists, and two designers.
Half of them reported profound knowledge in IT-security.
Usability Weaknesses

The experts uncovered the following six weaknesses related to
the existing code sheet, and the corresponding voting software.
W1: Wrong Procedure Indication. The code sheet contains
graphical elements (e.g., arrows) that are intended to depict
voting and verification procedures. This depicted procedure
does not match the five steps from the Neuchâtel protocol
because it does neither include the second step "voting and
1 Available

on https://www.evoting.ch/en accessed: 14-May 2019

confirmation" nor the return codes. Comparing the return
codes is security-critical, but a mental task, that is not required
to proceed. Voters might skip it if they are not properly informed about it. Therefore, voters might miss out on verifying
the return codes or struggle to locate them on the code sheet.
W2: Missing/Confusing Common Elements. The code sheet
and the voting software do not share a common design. The
only common elements are four shapes (triangle, pentagon,
star, and diamond) that link the required code(s). These shapes
do not depict the actions or items that they represent. They
might confuse voters or appear to be random. Thus, voters
are not supported in locating the required code(s) on the code
sheet and might miss interacting with them.
W3: Missing Information. The code sheet contains the codes
and information in which step they are required but does not
provide further instructions. Hence, the code sheet does not
guide voters through the procedure and they themselves have
to ensure that they performed all steps. Without guidance
on the code sheet, they might miss essential steps, such as
checking the return or finalization codes. Furthermore, voters
might be overwhelmed by all the different codes appearing
on the code sheet. To get information about the procedure,
voters need to access the voting software and can therefore not
familiarize themselves with the procedure beforehand. The
information on how to act if a problem (e.g., an incorrect
return code) was uncovered is available after clicking a link.
Voters might overlook this information and not act properly.
W4: Incorrect Code Sheet Labeling. A letter from the authorities accompanies the code sheet. The letter is labeled as
“suffrage credentials”, although the letter itself is not required
for voting. The letter also contains a barcode with numbers
that look similar to the initialization code. Voters could mistakenly think that the letter is the code sheet or confuse the
barcode numbers with the initialization code.
W5: Human Errors during Code Interaction. Voters have to
interact with at least one initialization code, one return code
per vote, one confirmation code and one finalization code and
might be overwhelmed by the number of codes. This could
lead to the missing of essential steps (e.g., verifying the return
codes) or the interchanging of codes. Voters have to visually
compare the return and finalization codes and determine the
result of the verification by themselves. Comparing and entering sequences of numbers is an error-prone process [51].
These errors might lead voters to uncover an incorrect code
that is correct in reality and thus trigger a false alarm or to
overlook an incorrect code. This weakness is not specific to
the Neuchâtel scheme and concerns all verification schemes.
W6: Non-Scalability of Return Codes. Each voter needs to
compare one return code per vote and the finalization code. In
small elections, voters are likely to compare all codes while
it is debatable that they would compare all return codes in an
election with many contests. Comparing a large number of
codes might also lead to fatigue and consequent errors. Therefore, voters might overlook an incorrect vote. This weakness
concerns all return code and tracking code schemes.

EXPLORATORY STUDY

To address the weaknesses, we propose an interface informed
by the expert findings. We investigated it in a study with 36
participants and gathered mainly qualitative data.
Proposed Interface

The Swiss code sheet does not correctly reflect the procedures
(W1: wrong procedure indication). To implement a clear procedure indication, that includes the return codes, the proposed
interface has a progress bar with six steps. The same six steps
with identical labels are listed on the code sheet.
The redesign introduces common design elements by progress
icons to address W2 (missing/confusing common elements).
As a further common element, we introduce colors: each vote
has a different color and the return codes on the code sheet
are colored accordingly. The Swiss code sheet contains the
codes but no instructions to guide voters through the process
(W3: missing information). The proposed interface includes
step-by-step instructions on the code sheet that encompass
the complete procedure, such that voters can familiarize themselves with the procedure before voting commences. To address another aspect of W3, we added the information on how
to act in case of incorrect codes. W4 describes the incorrect
labeling of the code sheet. Each part of the documents, the
code sheet and letters from authorities, need to be labeled in
such a way that their purpose is clear. Therefore, the text
“suffrage credentials” is removed from the letter and we added
a sentence to the letter’s text, which states that the credentials
can be found on the following page.
Voters might make errors during code interaction (W5) and
should, therefore, be supported. All codes in the redesign
are divided into groups of four characters as they are in the
original interface. There are other alternative code representations, such as optic hashes or sentences that offer a high
error-detection rate [30, 51, 13]. We deliberately did not
include those into our redesign although the benefit of the
techniques mentioned above is clearly given. In our study, we
aimed to investigate our proposed interface changes, but not
the effects of different hash presentations.
Addressing the non-scalability of return codes (W6) constitutes a particular challenge since the reduction of return codes
influences the security of the verification protocol. Therefore,
we cannot adapt the redesign to address this weakness directly
without an in-depth protocol evaluation. The only way to
address this weakness without changing the protocol is by
improving voter awareness. This means that voters have to be
clearly informed about the importance of checking all return
codes. We realized this by an adaption of the instructions.
Screenshots can be found in the supplementary material.
Method

To assess the usability of the proposed interface and the original interface, we conducted a user study with 36 participants.
We implemented a prototype for the proposed interface detailed above, and a copy of the Swiss Post interface. We
adapted both to match the 2017 election for the German federal government "Bundestag" to provide a realistic scenario
with a realistic look and feel so that participants would take

the simulated election in the study seriously [46, 39]. Therefore, we adjusted the ballot, logos and the texts to match this
election. The instructions and arrangements of elements in the
original condition were taken from the Swiss Post interface.
The election in our user study had two contests, the first ballot
had eight candidates and the second 18 candidates.
During the interaction, we encouraged the participants to think
aloud [8] to gain an understanding of their interaction with
the respective interface. We furthermore assessed the effectiveness of each interface, meaning whether participants were
able to successfully verify their votes. To capture this, we
introduced deliberate manipulations as recommended in related work [46, 39]. The adversary in our user study cannot
alter the user interface by removing or adding user interface
elements, but can manipulate the content of an encrypted vote
before encryption by changing the voting option. The codes
displayed on the voting software are manipulated to simulate an adversarial attack or voting software malfunction. To
achieve this, the participant receives a return code that does
not map to their selected voting option. Instead, the return
code maps to another voting option or a blank vote, which is
randomly chosen. Effectiveness is determined by the share of
participants that detected and reported a manipulation.
Study Design and Procedure

We opted for a within-subjects study to compare the schemes
with the same participants. Each participant interacted with
four conditions in counterbalanced random order to mitigate
sequence effects. In the study, we tested the following four
conditions: Original, Original with manipulation, proposed
interface and proposal with manipulation. To control external
influences from the environment, we opted for a lab study and
provided our participants with a laptop.
An average study session took 30 minutes. The materials that
we used in the study can be found in the paper’s supplementary
material. The procedure aligns with the recommendations and
standards of the ethics committee at our institution:
1) Welcome and Demographics. We started by explaining the
consent form and data protection policy, that each participant
had to sign. The consent form informed the participants that
their participation was voluntary and that they could abort the
study at any time. The consent form also contained details
on the recordings that took place and explained that all collected data was only processed after anonymization. The audio
recordings were transcribed and then deleted. All statements
that might contain a link to the participant were anonymized
by replacing parts of the statement by neutral placeholders.
Then, the participant provided demographics.
2) Study Material. Each participant received an intent card
with the voting options that the participant should vote for
in the two contests. Otherwise, our recordings would have
compromised the participants’ vote secrecy. We had ten intent
cards with different voting option possibilities. The participants drew one of them and could redrew if they felt uncomfortable with the given voting options. The examiner explained
that they should vote according to the intend card and make
sure, that a vote for the listed voting options was cast. The

examiner also provided an envelope with a mock letter from
the election authorities and a code sheet for each condition.
3) Interaction and Questionnaires. We asked the participants
to interact with the software and fulfill all steps as if this was
a real election until the software told them to notify the examiner. The participants were asked to imagine that it was
election day and that they were alone at home. The participants interacted with the conditions and were encouraged to
think aloud. Their comments were recorded. The interface
instructed the participants to notify the examiner if they found
an incorrect return code or if they completed vote casting. If
so, the examiner proceeded to the next condition.
4) Final Questionnaire. The participants received a final questionnaire with open-ended questions about all conditions. We
asked which of the presented systems they like the most. Furthermore, we gave the opportunity to provide additional comments and feedback.

and the open-ended questions, using an open-coding approach
[17], informed by following two questions: 1) What problems
did the participants experience, and 2) What aspects were
welcomed and liked?
Analogously to the expert study, one coder proposed an initial
code book by reviewing the transcripts. Then two coders
coded all transcripts independently with a 76.9% agreement
level. During the coding process, the coders could add new
codes to the initial code book that were discussed and agreed
upon. The final code book was used to review all codings
again. Finally, all assigned codes were discussed and final
codes agreed upon. We present the findings in three groups
that concern the 1) original, 2) the proposal, and 3) the general
condition-independent process. Whenever meaningful we
provide participant comments. The participants furthermore
reported the weaknesses W1, W2, W3, W4 and W5 that we
have uncovered in the expert study.

5) End. The examiner explained that manipulations were
hidden in two conditions and that one of the study’s goals was
to investigate whether those were detected. The participant
was offered the opportunity to go through the system again
and the examiner answered the participant’s questions.

Original-Specific Findings

Participants

Initialization code localization problems. 36% of participants
struggled to locate the initialization code on the documents.
The letter from the authorities is titled “suffrage credentials”
and participants assumed this to be the code sheet. They
tried to enter the barcode number or even the support hotline
number as initialization codes. The problem is connected to
weakness W4 (incorrect code sheet labeling).

We recruited 36 participants by advertising via mailing-lists,
social networks, flyers, poster advertisements, and word-ofmouth. We did not reimburse participation. All participants
possessed suffrage and had never participated in an Internet
election. Their mean age was 35 years (SD = 15, Median =
31, Min = 18, Max = 72) and 53% (N = 19) identified as
female. Half of the participants (N = 18) either studied a
technical subject or worked a technical-related job, the other
half did not. All participants reported daily Internet usage.
Effectiveness and Questionnaire Results

The effectiveness was calculated as the share of the N = 36
participants who reported an incorrect vote. 58% of participants detected the manipulation using the original, and 94%
of participants detected it using the proposed interface. Thus,
36% detected the manipulation using the proposed interface
even though they had not spotted it in the original. To account
for the dependent measures design and the sample size, we
used a McNemar test for the analysis. The test revealed that
a significantly larger proportion of participants detected the
manipulation when using the proposed interface, as compared
to the original (p < .001, one-tailed, w = 1.0, 1- β = .95).
Based on the questionnaires, 53% of participants preferred
the proposed interface, 39% favored the original and 8% did
not favor a scheme. 88% of those who favored the original
gave the number of pages as an explanation. Of those who
favored the proposed interface, 63% pointed at the clarity of
the instructions, which supported them better and led to less
confusion, as compared to the original.
Think Aloud and Open-Ended Questions Results

Throughout the study, the participants were encouraged to
think aloud. We also provided a questionnaire to collect responses to open-ended questions. We analyzed the transcripts

In the original condition, participants reported initialization
code localization problems, procedure problems and comprehension-related problems. They positively commented on the
fact that the code sheet only takes up one page.

Procedure Problems. The code sheet uses arrows to indicate
the following procedure: initialization code → confirmation
code → finalization code. The return codes are listed below
this procedure indication in a table. 28% of participants did
not notice the presence of the return codes on the code sheets.
They focused on locating and entering the confirmation code.
This could explain the low manipulation detection rate of 58%.
Furthermore, 6% of participants wrote down the return codes,
but did not use them later on.
Comprehension-Related Problems. 39% of participants mentioned a problem in comprehending the few given instructions
and confusion about the next required task. Therefore, participants searched the voting software and the code sheet on what
to do next. As mentioned above in the procedure problems,
28% of participants did not notice the return codes.
One Page Preference. 39% of participants specifically mentioned a preference towards the one-page code sheet.
Proposal-Specific Findings

In the proposed interface, participants confused the confirmation and finalization codes, but valued the instructions.
Confusion of Confirmation and Finalization Codes. The confirmation code was listed in the instructions above the return
code table. 14% of participants searched the following page
first and confused confirmation and finalization codes, because
only the codes are printed bold and the code length is similar.

Instructions. 33% of the participants perceived the detailed
instructions as helpful and used their guidance through the
procedure.
Condition-Independent Findings

In all tested conditions participants struggled with the initialization code, and the used terminology. Furthermore, participants questioned the necessity of the verification tasks.
Initialization Code Complexity Problems. The initialization
code is composed of numbers and lower-case letters and has a
length of 20 characters, divided into chunks of four. 78% of
participants considered this code too confusing and too long.
They frequently made errors entering the code or struggled to
read the printed code. Sample comments are:
“[...] it is long with letters and numbers. I find that quite
cumbersome.” (P4)
“I immediately thought that the initialization code was
extremely long and complicated.” (P21)
Terminology problems. 28% of participants expressed confusion about the terminology used to denote the codes. The
terminology was perceived to be too technical and did not
reflect the purpose of the codes. This was particularly the case
in terms of the purpose of the finalization code, which was
questioned based on the terminology. Sample comments are:
“The purpose of this finalization code is not apparent to
me. Maybe it’s connected to security.” (P4)
“I thought that the initialization code was extremely long,
and is it like a password?” (P25)
Questioning Necessity. 33% of participants questioned the
necessity of the different codes while interacting with them.
For 28% of participants the codes’ purposes were completely
unclear and they wished a deeper understanding and more
information about the codes’ purposes. Sample comments are:
"I apparently can use it and it looks easy, but why do I
have to screw around with so many codes?" (P27)
"What do all these codes mean? This feels more like
banking than voting." (P35)

33% of participants preferred the original code sheet because
it takes up a single page of paper. At the same time, 39% of
participants mentioned comprehension-related problems related to the instructions and 33% of participants welcomed the
redesign instructions. 33% of participates favored the redesign
because of the detailed instructions. The provision of one
return code per voting option is essential and, therefore, the
return codes can take up a lot of space. Since all instructions
can fit on a single DIN A5 page, the return codes are listed in
a table next to the instructions2 .
The participants in both schemes confused the finalization and
confirmation codes, because of their placement on the code
sheet and the label not being formatted in bold. To reduce
this confusion, the codes are labeled in bold letters. The
terminology was perceived as too technical and too confusing.
This is because the terminology does not specifically reflect
the purpose of the code in a natural language. Therefore, we
use the following code terminology: The initialization code
is denoted as login code, the confirmation code is denoted
as vote insertion code and the finalization code is denoted
as acknowledgement code. For screenshots of the redesign
as well as the original interface the reader is referred to the
supplementary material.
User Study

To test the redesign, we conducted a user study with 49 participants. The election was identical to the one in the exploratory
study. The study was between-subjects with two groups. One
group interacted with our redesign, the second group was the
control group that interacted with the Swiss interface. To
assess effectiveness, we measured the detection rate of manipulations as in the exploratory study. For efficiency, we
considered the execution time of the verification procedure.
Satisfaction was measured with the System Usability Scale
(SUS) [9]. We furthermore assessed user experience with
the user experience questionnaire (UEQ) [36]. Based on our
previous studies, we derived the following hypotheses:
H 1 More of the voters using the redesign are able to successfully verify than voters using the original (Effectiveness).

REDESIGN USER STUDY

H 2 The voters using the redesign require less time than voters
using the original (Efficiency).

Based on the data we collected in our first user study, we
propose a redesign, which we tested in a second user study.

H 3 The redesign receives a higher SUS score than the original (Satisfaction).

Redesign Interface

6% of participants in the first study did not detect the incorrect
return codes in the proposed interface. Since the return codes
and the entry field for the confirmation code were in the same
step, voters had two tasks to fulfill. Only confirmation code
entry is required to proceed. Therefore, this page is split into
two separate steps. The first one instructs voters to compare
the return codes. It specifically asks them whether the codes
match. A button with the label “yes, all codes match” forwards
to the confirmation code page. A button with the label “no, at
least one code does not match” forwards the voter to a page
with instructions on actions what to do. The finalization code
page is designed analogously.

We also wanted to investigate the participants’ understanding
of the verification procedure and their subjective trust in it.
Therefore, we asked additional questions. The code sheets,
authority letters and questionnaires that we used in the study
can be found in the paper’s supplementary material. The procedure follows the recommendations of the ethics committee
at our institution and took on average 25 minutes:
1) Welcome and Demographics. Analogously to the exploratory study, we explained the consent form and study’s
data protection policy that each participant had to sign. Then
the participants provided demographics.
2 This does not scale for elections with many voting options, thus the
return codes might be listed on separate pages.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Quantitative results of our user study (a) execution time and, (b) effectiveness and trust, and (c) SUS score. All error bars indicate the
standard error. The asterisk (*) indicates a statistically significant difference between the groups.

2) Study Material. Each participant was randomly assigned
to one group. To ensure an equal group size, we generated
a set participant IDs for all participants before the study and
randomly drew one ID from the set. Analogously to the exploratory study, each participant received an intent card, could
draw a voting option and a closed envelope containing a mock
letter from the election authorities and the code sheet.

the redesign group reported an incorrect vote. In the original,
8 of 24 participants (33%) reported an incorrect vote (see also
Figure 2b). Because two expected cell frequencies were below
5, Fisher’s exact test was used. A significance level of p = .002
(one-sided) supports hypothesis H1 (more of the voters using
the redesign are able to successfully verify than voters using
the original) with a medium high effect (Cramer0 s V = 0.43).

3) Interaction and Questionnaires. The participants should
imagine that it was election day and interact with the voting
software until it instructed them to notify the examiner. Each
participant interacted twice with the voting software. In the
second round, we manipulated the encrypted vote. After each
round, the participants were asked to fill in the SUS and UEQ
questionnaires. We asked the participants to rate only the
verification procedure and provided them with screenshots.

Efficiency of Unmanipulated Trials

4) Final Questionnaire. Then, we provided the final questionnaire to investigate the subjective trust and understanding of
the verification procedure. We told the participants to consider
both rounds when filling in the questionnaire.
5) End. The examiner explained the hidden manipulations.
The participant was offered the opportunity to go through the
system again and the examiner answered their questions.
Participants

We recruited 49 participants via mailing-lists, social networks,
flyers, poster advertisements, contacting secondary schools,
and snowball sampling. The participants could participate in a
raffle for an Amazon 100C-voucher. 25 participants interacted
with the original and 24 interacted with our redesign. All
participants possessed suffrage for upcoming elections and had
no previous experience with Internet elections. Their mean age
was 27 years (SD = 12, Median = 24, Min = 17, Max = 60).
Participants that were under-age received a consent form for
their parents that had to be signed before the study. 47% (N =
23) of them identified as female, and one as diverse. Three
participants were unemployed, two had a technical-related job,
six were from academia, nine worked a non-technical job, 14
were students of various subjects and 15 were school students.
All participants reported daily Internet usage.
Results

In this section, we present the results of our user study.
Effectiveness

As effectiveness, we consider the share of the participants who
reported an incorrect vote. All of the 25 participants (100%) in

Efficiency is measured as the execution time of the verification
process. Participants using the redesign needed on average
554s to carry out verification (SD = 134s, Median = 537s,
Min = 357s, Max = 831), while participants using the original needed 416s (SD = 109s, Median = 399s, Min = 257s,
Max = 599s). Figure 2a depicts the execution times. We analyzed the collected duration with a t-test and the redesign
group needed significantly longer than the original group
(t(47) = −3.94, p < .001, d = 1.12). Based on that, hypothesis H2 (the voters using the redesign do not require more time
than voters using the original) cannot be supported.
We also compared the time needed for checking the return
codes and entering the confirmation codes between the redesign (M = 141s, SD = 43s) and the original (M = 48s,
SD = 13s). Again, the time needed in the redesign is significantly longer t(26.92) = −10.13, p < .001, d = 2.89). The durations needed to mark the ballot, however, do not demonstrate
differences (Mredesign = 85s, SDredesign = 33s, Moriginal = 90s,
SDoriginal = 24s, t(47) = 0.53, p = .60, d = 0.15).
Trust

In the final questionnaire, we asked: "Are you confident that
you can verify whether your votes are correctly transmitted to
and stored in the electronic ballot box using the provided software and materials?". 44% of participants using the original,
and 83% of those using the redesign answered this question
affirmatively (see Figure 2b). A χ 2 -test reveals significant
differences (χ 2 (1) = 9.69, p = .002, Cramer0 s V = 0.45).
SUS Scores

The System Usability Scale (SUS) [9] ranges from 0 to 100
points, higher values indicate a better subjective usability. The
SUS scores from our study are given by Figure 2c. The redesign received a mean score of 85.2 (SD = 15.7, Median =
90.0, Min = 32.5, Max = 100.0) when no manipulation was
induced and a mean score of 83.9 (SD = 15.9, Median = 90.0,
Min = 32.5, Max = 100.0) in the manipulated trials. The original received a mean score of 81.1 (SD = 12.6, Median = 82.5,
Min = 52.5, Max = 97.5) in not manipulated trials and a

Figure 3. User experience scales.

mean score of 78.6 (SD = 14.1, Median = 82.5, Min = 52.5,
Max = 100.0) in manipulated trials. No significant difference
was found between the original and the redesign, neither for
not manipulated trials (t(47) = −1.01, p = .31) nor for manipulated trials (t(45.88) = −1.25, p = .22). Thus, H3 (the
redesign receives higher SUS scores) cannot be supported.
The scores of all schemes can be interpreted as an "A" of the
grade scale [5].
User Experience

The user experience was measured by the user experience questionnaire with the six scales 1) attractiveness, 2) perspicuity 3)
efficiency 4) dependability 5) stimulation, and 6) novelty [36].
The UEQ results of our study are depicted by Figure 3. We analyzed each scale with a t-test and found significant differences
in the scales of perspicuity (Mredesign = 2.16, SDredesign = 1.14,
Moriginal = 1.19, SDoriginal = 1.43, t(45.48) = −2.62, p = .01,
d = 0.75) and dependability (Mredesign = 1.72, SDredesign =
0.81, Moriginal = 1.02, SDoriginal = 1.16, t(43.02) = −2.46,
p = .02, d = 0.70). In both cases, the redesign was better.
Intuitive Understanding

Based on the instructions given on the codes sheets and in the
voting software, we asked the participants the following question: "Please explain your understanding of the verification
procedure. Which properties can you verify with the help of
the code sheet?". Based on the definition of individual verifiability in the Neuchâtel protocol, we categorized the answers of
the participants into three groups: 1) complete understanding,
2) partial understanding and 3) no understanding.
37% of all participants correctly explained the concept of individual verifiability. 58% of participants using the redesign
gave a complete explanation whereas only of those 16% using
the original did. Two participants using the redesign correctly
explained the purpose of each code. 68% using the original
and 25% using the redesign had an incomplete understanding. Finally, 16% using the original and 16.7% using the
redesign demonstrated no understanding. Differences between
the redesign and the original were significant (χ 2 (2) = 9.45,
p = .009, Cramer0 s V = 0.44).
DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the results from our user studies and
explain why usability alone is not sufficient in verifiable Internet voting schemes. We conclude with final recommendations
that affect verifiable Internet voting schemes in general.
User Study Results

The effectiveness of the detection of incorrect votes is important because it directly contributes to the security of the

voting scheme. Using the original interface, between 42% (exploratory study) and 33% (main study) of incorrect votes were
not detected because the participants did not check the return
codes. This might be rooted in 1) the misleading procedure
indication on the original code sheet, 2) the participants not
reading the instructions in the voting software and/or 3) in
the fact that checking return codes is a mental task that is not
required to proceed. To proceed to the next step, voters only
have to provide the confirmation code. The checking of the
return codes is easily omitted, as our studies confirm. The
redesign improved the detection rate to 100%. Although the
improved code sheet depicts the correct procedure, there are
two further reasons for the increased effectiveness: 1) there
is only one task per step, and 2) the buttons for proceeding
contain a clear statement. Instead of neutral "next"-button, we
opted for the statements "yes, all codes match" and "no, at
least one code does not match". This introduces the task of
choosing one option and likely prompted the participants to
read the instructions more carefully.
The participants in the redesign group needed on average
2.5min longer than those who used the original. This increment is rooted in the additional screens and the information
but also in the aspect that more participants checked the return
codes. Since the redesign prompts voters to compare the codes,
this takes longer than proceeding to the next step. As our results show, the participants using the redesign spent on average
141s on the return and confirmation code pages compared to
48s in the original. We argue that the increment of time does
not constitute an issue because it reflects the duration required
for a successful verification more accurately. Furthermore,
the participants did not make any negative statements regarding the duration. Switzerland follows the principle "security
before speed” showing that security has to be paramount.
Both interfaces received similar SUS scores. This shows that
the additional instructions that lead to increased effectiveness
and execution time do not negatively impact subjective usability. Considering user experience, no difference in the
perceived effectiveness was found although the participants
using the redesign needed significantly longer. This indicates
that the user experience is not negatively impacted by the redesign. The user experience scale of perspicuity refers to the
ease of getting familiar with a new product and learning how
to use it [36]. The redesign was rated significantly better considering the perspicuity which confirms that the instructions
and interface elements better support the voters during verification. Dependability shows whether users feel in control and
their perceived security and predictability of a product [36].
Also in this domain, the redesign received significantly better
ratings. This shows that the transparency given by a successful
verification procedure and the access to information in the
redesign impacts the security perception of voters.
Usability is Not Enough

In individual-verifiable Internet voting schemes, voters play
an active part in assuring the integrity of the election result.
This is not restricted to the evaluated Neuchâtel scheme but
is also the case for the further classes of schemes presented
above. Thus, every voter has to be able to verify. Our redesign

enabled all study participants to detect incorrect votes, but it
also revealed limitations of mere usability: voters also need 1)
to understand why they verify and 2) to trust verification.
Without understanding, participants might consider verification to be redundant and skip steps [14, 37]. Our participants
could only consider the information available during the study.
Thus, most of them only had a limited understanding of what
they verified. In a real election, more information material
would be available as the case of Switzerland shows [15]. The
participants using the redesign demonstrated a better understanding indicating that detailed instructions deliver value. If
voters do not trust the voting scheme, they might refrain from
using it. The gap between the perceived and real security level
of a system can influence users. If security is perceived as too
low, users might refuse to adopt a technology, on the other
hand, a too high perceived security may lead to engaging in
insecure practices [31].
Significantly fewer participants using the original interface
were confident that their vote was correctly transmitted and
registered. This might be connected to the effectiveness results.
Participants who were prompted by the interface to carry out
all (mental) tasks, were shown more specifically whether their
submitted vote was correct. This might have been more convincing because they were shown that it is possible to check
the correctness of a transmitted vote. Participants using the
original interface simply interacted with the interface without
convincing themselves about the correctness of their transmitted votes. This is also supported by the perceived differences
in the user experience scale of dependability.
Our investigation confirms that the interface of voting software
and the provision of information on the code sheet influences
both: understanding and trust. Therefore, 1) it is crucial for
voters to be given the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding why verification is needed and 2) access to information in
order to build trust in the provided system.
Final Recommendations

While we investigated the specific interface that is used in
Switzerland, our results also affect further individual verifiable
Internet voting schemes that are available in the literature
[24]. Besides Neuchâtel, there are further return code schemes
[4, 22, 29, 35, 10, 40, 25, 34]. While they differ on the
protocol level, the user interaction is either similar or even
identical to Neuchâtel, thus, our redesign can be adapted for
all of these schemes. Furthermore, we conclude with five
recommendations to inform the design of individual verifiable
Internet voting schemes in general.
1) Make it clear how to act in case of an incorrect vote. The
purpose of verification, in general, is to detect incorrect votes.
Therefore, voters must be informed on how to act in this
case. If the auxiliary material, such as code sheets or other
credentials, is distributed to the voters this material should
also contain information on how to act if a problem occurs.
2) Ask for one task per verification step. Voters might overlook tasks, such as code comparisons if they have to perform
multiple tasks within one step. Therefore, each verification
step in the software should contain exactly one task.

3) Ask directly for the outcome of mental tasks. Previous evaluations of voting schemes show that voters frequently have to
compare data during verification [38]. This data is either a verification code or a voting option. Such comparisons are mental
tasks. Our study indicates that isolating a comparison to a
specific step with buttons directly asking for the result of the
comparison is likely to deliver improved effectiveness. Therefore, we recommend asking voters directly for the outcome of
mental tasks. The interface should also offer immediate action
options for all action possibilities. The buttons for proceeding
to the next steps should specifically be labeled with the result
of the mental task to prompt the voter to act.
4) Provide complete verification information and instructions.
Verification is an extra task that is not present in traditional
paper-based voting schemes and Internet voters might not
anticipate it. Therefore, they need means to familiarize themselves with the procedure before voting commences. Those
instructions should match the steps from voting software to
ensure good guidance. If a return code scheme is used, the
code sheet should also contain instructions to guide voters
through the process. In the other verification categories, the
instructions should be delivered with the voting credentials or
the trusted device. Since code sheets, devices and credentials
are delivered via a trusted channel, it is crucial from a security
perspective to provide such instructions on another channel
because the voting software might be compromised.
5) Include clear labels for verification data. Each code required for verification should be labeled in such a way that
the label reflects its purpose. For verification with codes, we
recommend the following terminology: The initialization code
should be denoted as login code, the confirmation code as vote
insertion code and the finalization code as acknowledgement
code. Other verifiable voting schemes use different codes
for providing verifiability. The purpose of these codes has to
be reflected by their label without being too technical. Each
document, such as credential letters or code sheets, should be
labeled in such a way that their purpose is clear.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The study samples do not represent the general population
of voters, because our sample was rather young. Therefore,
future studies should extend the sample in terms of diversity
of participants to increase generalizability.
In our study, we investigated an election with two contests
but referenda and elections might have more. Therefore, our
study does not consider scalability aspects connected to the
number of contests. Scalability (weakness W6) is particularly
challenging since addressing it requires a protocol change.
Optical hashes have been demonstrated to improve the usability of code comparisons [51]. This representation might be a
viable enhancement and should be reflected in future studies.
Therefore, we consider the following three aspects to be of
great importance: 1) an investigation into the number of return
codes that voters are willing to verify, 2) means to assist the
voters in code comparison, and 3) investigating means for reducing the number of return codes, without violating security
properties.
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